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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a procedure for the separation of pitched mu-
sical instruments and drums from polyphonic music. The method
is based on two-stage processing in which the input signal is first
separated into elementary time-frequency components which are
then organized into sound sources. Non-negative matrix factoriza-
tion (NMF) is used to separate the input spectrogram into compo-
nents having a fixed spectrum with time-varying gain. Each com-
ponent is classified either to pitched instruments or to drums using
a support vector machine (SVM). The classifier is trained using ex-
ample signals from both classes. Simulation experiments were car-
ried out using mixtures generated from real-world polyphonic mu-
sic signals. The results indicate that the proposed method enables
better separation quality than existing methods based on sinusoidal
modeling and onset detection. Demonstration signals are available
at http://www.cs.tut.fi/˜heln/demopage.html.

1. INTRODUCTION

The content analysis of music signals has become a significant re-
search topic in the past few years. One of the most interesting and
challenging problems is the automatic transcription of music. Sev-
eral attempts have been made for transcribing pitched instruments
and drums (e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]).

The transcription and analysis of pitched instruments and drums
require very different approaches. When both pitched and percus-
sive instruments are present in the signal, they disturb the estimation
of each other; in the transcription of drums, pitched instruments can
be considered as noise and vice versa. This problem can be ad-
dressed either by using estimation methods which are less sensitive
for interference, or by using preprocessing which tries to suppress
the interference.

As an example of preprocessing, sinusoidal modeling has been
used to estimate the harmonic part of the signal by locating promi-
nent spectral peaks [7, 8]. The harmonic part can be synthesized
and subtracted from the original signal to obtain residual, which
ideally does not contain any harmonic components. By assuming
that pitched instruments are completely harmonic and that drums
are completely non-harmonic, they can be analyzed separately from
the harmonic part and residual, respectively.

In most cases the above mentioned assumption is not a valid.
Some drum instruments, such as snare drums, contain also a sig-
nificant amount of harmonic energy. This can be easily verified by
listening to the sinusoids analyzed from a polyphonic music; usu-
ally the snare drum becomes partly modeled by sinusoids. This dis-
turbs the estimation of pitched instruments. Vice versa, also pitched
instruments contain non-harmonic components.

The other commonly used approach is based on the transient-
likeness of drum events. They usually have a short-duration, so
that the energy is highly concentrated in time. The onset times of
drum events can be estimated by searching for sharp increases in
the energy envelope of the signal. In drum transcription, standard
pattern recognition techniques can be applied on the mixture signal
at the estimated onset locations [4]. It is evident that co-occurring
sounds disturb this method.

1.1 Data-driven processing

Recently, data-driven methods have produced promising results in
the separation and analysis of music signals. Unsupervised learn-
ing techniques, such as independent component analysis [9, 10, 11,
12], sparse coding [13, 14], and non-negative matrix factorization
[15, 16], are able to learn structures from the data without a prior
knowledge. Thus, they are also suitable for the blind separation of
sound sources.

However, the performance of the methods is currently very re-
stricted in the separation of one-channel signals. For example, each
sound source has to be modeled as a sum of one or more compo-
nents due to the restrictions that the algorithms place on the com-
ponents. Some proposals for clustering the components to sources
have been made [9, 17], but basically, the clustering is still an un-
solved problem. In this paper, pattern recognition techniques are
used in the clustering.

It is assumed that data-driven methods can be used to solve at
least partially the separation problem discussed in the previous sec-
tion. For example, the separation of pitched instruments and drums
could be obtained by using a method which is able to learn the spec-
tra of instruments, so that the periodic content of drums can be cor-
rectly assigned to drum signal and the stochastic content of other
instruments into the residual.

1.2 System overview

The block diagram of the proposed system is presented in Fig. 1.
First, the input signal is separated into components using NMF, as
explained in Section 2. Second, features are extracted from the sep-
arated components and a support vector machine is used to classify
each component either to pitched class or to drum class. The fea-
ture extraction and classification procedures are explained in Sec-
tion 3. Finally, the components within both classes are summed
and synthesized to result in separate signals for pitched instruments
and drums. The SVM is trained using training samples from both
classes. This procedure avoids the need to define whether an instru-
ment is pitched or drum, since example signals from both classes
are provided.

Simulation experiments were carried out to monitor the perfor-
mance of the proposed method. Simulation results and comparison
to alternative approaches are presented in Section 4.

2. SEPARATION BY NON-NEGATIVE MATRIX
FACTORIZATION

For one-channel signals, ICA and NMF can be applied by using a
suitable representation, such as magnitude spectrogram. The rep-
resentation applies some restrictions for the separated components.
The spectrogram is modeled as a sum of components, each of which
has a fixed spectrum with a time-varying gain. The model for short-
time spectrum vector xt in frame t can be written as

xt ≈
N

∑
n=1

an,tsn, (1)
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Figure 1: A block diagram of the overall system.

where vector sn is the spectrum of nth component, an,t is the gain of

nth component in frame t, and N is the number of components.
The model (1) can be written in a matrix form as

X≈ SA, (2)

where X = [x1, . . . ,xT ], S = [s1, . . . ,sN ], and [A]n,t = an,t . T is the
number of frames.

The spectrogram is calculated by windowing the input signal
and by applying the short-time Fourier transform. The square root
of the Hanning window was used with 40 ms window length and 50
percent overlap.

There are several criteria for the estimation of the components,
including the independency [9] and the sparseness [14] of the time-
varying gains. In our simulations the best results were obtained
using NMF and divergence [15] for the magnitude spectrogram, as
used by Smaragdis and Brown in [16]. The components are re-
stricted to be element-wise non-negative and estimated by minimiz-
ing the divergence D:

D(X||AS) = ∑
f ,t

[X] f ,t log(
[X] f ,t

[AS] f ,t
)− [X] f ,t +[AS] f ,t . (3)

The divergence (3) is minimized by using update rules which
are given as [15]:

S← S.∗
A

T (X./AS)

AT 1
, (4)

A←A.∗
(X./AS)ST

1ST
, (5)

where .∗ and ./ are element-wise multiplication and division, re-
spectively, and 1 is a all-one matrix of the same size as X.

For magnitude spectrogram X of the input signal, A and S are
estimated using an iterative algorithm. A and S are initialized with
absolute value of random noise, and alternatively updated by rules
(4) and (5) until the divergence (3) does not significantly change.

spectral features temporal features
MFCC (*) kurtosis
spectral flatness skewness
spectral centroid (*) crest factor
spectral contrast percussiveness
standard deviation (*) periodicity (*)
roll off point (*) peak time (*)
noise-likeness (*) peak fluctuation (*)
spectral dissonance

Table 1: Features used in the classification. The feature set which
produced the best result is marked with (*).

The number of components has to be pre-defined. Some sug-
gestions for determining it from the input signal has been made [9].
In our implementation, the number of components was chosen to
be 20.

The separation is the most time-consuming part of the system.
For a 10-second input signal and 20 components, the algorithm
takes several hundred iterations to converge. This takes several min-
utes on a regular desktop computer when implemented in Matlab.

3. CLASSIFICATION

Once the polyphonic signal is separated into components, each
component is classified either into pitched or into drum class. The
features extracted from each component are used for classification.

In the system proposed by Uhle et al., the classification was
done using a set of manually tuned decision rules [11]. In our sys-
tem, the classification is done using standard pattern recognition
techniques. This more systematic approach enables the use of a
larger number of features and automatizes the classification proce-
dure.

3.1 Feature extraction

The spectrum sn of a component n is used to obtain features which
describe the frequency content of the component, and the time-
varying gain an,t , t ∈ [1,T ] is used to extract features which de-
scribe the temporal characteristics. Table 1 presents the features
used in our simulations. The following features are calculated from
spectrum sn: Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), spec-
tral flatness, spectral centroid, spectral contrast, standard deviation,
roll off point, and noise likeness. They are all commonly used in
pattern recognition. 10 first MFCCs are used in our system. Noise-
likeness is a correlation coefficient between the original spectrum
and the spectrum convolved with a Gaussian impulse [11]. It is a
rough measure of the smoothness of the spectrum. Originally the
spectral dissonance was used to measure the degree of how rough
or unpleasant the sound is [18]. It has turned out that it can also be
used to distinguish between harmonic and noisy spectra.

The features calculated from time varying gains include kurto-
sis, skewness, crest factor, percussiveness, periodicity, peak time,
and peak fluctuation. The percussiveness is a measure of the degree
of sharp attacks in the sound. It is estimated as a correlation coeffi-
cient between the original gains and the local maxima of the gains
convolved with a percussive impulses, which are modeled with in-
stantaneous attack and linear decay [11]. The periodicity is based
on the assumption that drum patterns are periodic by nature. It is
calculated by locating the maximum value of the autocorrelation of
the time-varying gain at delays which correspond to tempos 35-240
beats per minute [19]. Peak time means an average length of peaks
in gain curve and peak fluctuation is a deviation between the length
of these peaks. Peak is defined here as an area where the gain is
above a threshold of 0.2*maximum.

3.2 Classification using support vector machine

The SVM is a pattern recognition method based on statistical learn-
ing theory. SVM finds the hyperplane with maximum soft-margin



for the given training set. Finding this hyperplane equals to finding
the solution of the certain optimization problem which is described
by Burges [20]. SVM is able to learn polynomial classifiers, radial
basis function classifiers, or two layer sigmoid neural nets. The type
of learning depends on the kernel function used. Our system uses,
the SVM light by Joachims [21].

In this work, the SVM classifies the separated components us-
ing the features described in the previous section. The SVM is
trained using components separated from training samples of both
pitched and drum signals. One possible training procedure is ex-
plained in Section 4.

3.3 Synthesis

The spectrograms of the components within both classes are
summed to yield separate spectrograms for pitched instruments and
drums. Complex spectrograms are obtained by using the phases
of the original mixture spectrogram, and time-domain signals are
obtained using the inverse Fourier transform. The frames are win-
dowed by the square root of Hanning window and combined using
overlap-add. The windowing reduces the discontinuities between
the frame boundaries. Because the square root of Hanning window
is used both in the analysis and synthesis, adjacent windows sum to
unity.

4. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

The performance of the proposed method was simulated and com-
pared to alternative preprocessing methods. Quantitative evaluation
of the separation performance would require reference signals. We
did not have access to any material from which the pitched instru-
ments and drums could be obtained separately. Therefore, test sig-
nals were generated by mixing harmonic signals and drums from
various sources.

The harmonic test signals were 10-second excerpts from com-
mercial CDs containing 400 pieces from different musical genres.
The excerpts were chosen so that they do not contain any drums.
Since there was only a few samples with singing, vocal samples
were added randomly from a database which contains only singing.

Drum signals were taken from a database of acoustic drum sig-
nals, recorded using the setup described in [22]. Unlike the drum
patterns used in [22], the signals used in our simulations contained
also tom-toms and cymbals. In addition, synthesized drum signals
were used. The MIDI samples from the commercial Drumtrax 3.0
database were synthesized with the Timidity software synthesizer.
Various SoundFonts were used in the synthesis. The length of drum
signals was also 10 seconds.

4.1 Training

The training was conducted on with 500 harmonic signals and 500
drum signals. Each training signal was separated into components
using the NMF described in Section 2. 20 components were used
for the harmonic signals and 10 components for drums. These were
chosen since they worked well and testing the different number of
sources would have been computationally exhaustive.

Features were extracted from each separated component. The
SVM was trained with the extracted features so that the reference
class (harmonic/drum) of each component was determined by the
source signal.

4.2 Testing

100 samples were used for the testing. The samples were gener-
ated by mixing harmonic and drum signals from above-mentioned
sources at equal energy levels. The samples were different in the
training and testing. The original samples were stored as references
before mixing to allow the evaluation of the separation quality.

Each test sample was separated into components using the
NMF, and classified using the SVM. The components within both
classes were summed and synthesized. The separation quality of

method SNR / dB
sinusoidal model 1.35
onset detection 3.05
ICA + SVM -2.14
NMF + GMM 7.0
NMF + SVM (drums) 7.33
NMF + SVM (harmonic) 2.46
NMF + SVM (harmonic *) 7.33

Table 2: Average signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) obtained using differ-
ent separation algorithms. For methods other than NMF the SNR of
the harmonic and drum parts are equal. NMF + SVM (harmonic *)
denotes the method in which the harmonic part is obtained by sub-
tracting the drums from the original signal.

harmonic and drum signals was measured by comparing the sepa-
rated signals with the reference ones. The signal-to-noise ratio of a
separated signal (SNR) is calculated as

SNR = 10log10
∑t s(t)2

∑t(s(t)− ŝ(t))2
, (6)

where s(t) is the original signal and ŝ(t) is the separated signal. The
SNR is calculated for all separated harmonic and drum signals.

4.3 Comparison to other methods

To get some idea of the quality of the separation, the proposed
method was compared to the approaches discussed in the Section 1.
Sinusoidal modeling was done using an algorithm which detects the
prominent peaks in the spectrum using the sinusoidal likeness mea-
sure [8]. The analysis and synthesis of the sinusoids was done with-
out continuation between frames. The harmonic part of the signal
was analyzed with a sinusoidal model, and the estimate of the drum
part was obtained by subtracting the synthesized sinusoids from the
original signal. The threshold value for the detection of the sinu-
soids was tuned to maximize the SNR of the separated parts.

The other tested method is based on the onset detection algo-
rithm proposed by Klapuri [23]. The onsets were estimated by find-
ing sharp increases of the signal energy within 21 frequency bands.
A short-duration segment of the signal after each onset was judged
to belong to the drum signal. The harmonic part was obtained by re-
moving the estimated onset segments from the original signal. The
threshold for the onset detection and the duration of the segments
were tuned to maximize the SNR of the separated signals. The op-
timal segment duration was found to be 66 ms.

The separation was also tested using ICA instead of NMF, and
by classifying the components using the proposed procedure. The
FastICA [24] algorithm was used to estimate the independent com-
ponents. In the classification, SVM was compared to Gaussian Mix-
ture Models(GMM).

4.4 Separation results

Table 2 presents the average SNRs obtained with different meth-
ods. For methods, for which the sum of harmonic and drum signals
equals exactly the original mixture signal, the SNRs are exactly the
same for both separated parts, since the signals were mixed at equal
levels. In the case of NMF, the situation is different since the resid-
ual X−SA is not necessarily zero, and the residual was not classi-
fied into either part.

For the drum part, the average SNR obtained using the pro-
posed method is clearly higher than others. However, the SNR of
the harmonic part is not as high. This can be explained by the signal
model, which suits better for drum signals. However, by calculat-
ing the harmonic part by subtracting the synthesized drums from
the original signal, the SNR of harmonic part becomes equal to the
SNR of the drum part.

The performance of ICA is poor compared to NMF. By listen-
ing to the components separated by ICA, it was observed that the



separation quality was often poor. It is obvious that the perfor-
mance of the sinusoidal modeling and onset detection algorithms
can be significantly improved in the separation task by using more
advanced techniques. They were tested in this paper to demonstrate
the differences between the methods. The average SNR obtained
with all the methods is quite low, but the results are promising for
the proposed method.

4.5 Classification performance

In order to measure the classification performance, each separated
component in the test data was labeled as harmonic instruments or
drums. Since a component may have both harmonic and drum con-
tent, it was labeled to the class, the reference signal of which it
resembles the most. For each component, the residuals between the
synthesized component and original signals of pitched instruments
and drums were calculated. The energy ratios between the residuals
and the original signals were calculated and one with the smaller
residual-to-signal ratio was chosen. That is, the component was la-
beled as drums if

∑t(d(t)− ŝ(t))2

∑t d(t)2
≤

∑t(h(t)− ŝ(t))2

∑t h(t)2
, (7)

where h(t) and d(t) are the original pitched-instrument and drum
signals respectively, and ŝ(t) is the separated component. The ob-
tained labeling was used as a reference in the classification.

The percent of correct classifications was used to measure the
quality of the classification. The measure is an average of all the test
samples. When testing different feature sets, the features calculated
from the spectrum seem to work better than the ones calculated from
gain. The best combination of features in our simulations included
MFCCs, noise-likeness, centroid, roll off point, standard deviation,
periodicity, peak time and peak fluctuation. With this feature set,
the percent of correct classifications using SVM was up to 93 per-
cent and using GMMs 92 percent. However, almost equally good
results (80-90 percent) were achieved with several different feature
sets. Other features with good classification capability were per-
cussiveness and crest factor. Even MFCCs alone gave the classi-
fication percent of 82. Furthermore, the components clustered in
wrong class usually had a lot of content from both classes. For
these components, it is hard even for a human to decide which class
they belong in.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A method for separating pitched instruments and drums from poly-
fonic music signals has been proposed. The method is based on
factorization of the spectrogram of the input signal and classifica-
tion of the separated components using a support vector machine.
Simulation experiments were carried out using generated mixtures
of polyphonic music. The results indicate that the proposed method
enables better separation quality than the methods based on sinu-
soidal modeling and onset detection, for example.
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